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Rule 115 Baggage† 
 
(A)  Checked baggage 
     (1)  Upon delivery to carrier of baggage to be checked, 
          carrier shall take custody thereof and issue a 
          baggage identification tag for each piece of 
          checked baggage.  The baggage identification tag 
          issued by the carrier is not the baggage check and 
          is for identification purposes only. 
     (2)  If baggage has no name, initials or other personal 
          identification, the passenger shall affix such 
          identification to the baggage prior to acceptance 
          delivery to carrier. 
     (3)  Checked baggage will be carried on the same flight 
          as the passenger unless carrier decides that this 
          is impracticable, in which case carrier will carry 
          the checked baggage on carrier's next flight on 
          which space is available or through other 
          carriers. 
     (4)  Carrier may refuse to accept an item as checked 
          baggage unless it is properly packed in a suitcase 
          or other suitable container to ensure safe 
          carriage with ordinary care in handling. 
     (5)  Carrier reserves the right to restrict the weight, 
          size and character of baggage according to 
          capacity and accommodation of the particular 
          aircraft. 
     (6)  A single piece of checked baggage should weigh no 
          more than 32kg (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 
          32kg weight limit must be repacked or will not be 
          accepted for carriage. 
(B)  Right to refuse carriage 
     (1)  Carrier may refuse to carry as baggage the items 
          described hereunder under "items not acceptable as 
          baggage", which are prohibited from carriage as 
          baggage and may refuse further carriage of any 
          such items on discovery thereof.  The right of 
          search of carrier does not impose an obligation on 
          carrier, nor does the right of search, whether 
          exercised or not, constitute an agreement, either 
          express or implied by carrier to allow carriage of 
          items which would otherwise be precluded from 
          carriage under "items not acceptable as baggage", 
          as defined hereunder. 
     (2)  Unless advance arrangements for its carriage have 
          been made with carrier, carrier may not carry on 
          later flights baggage which is in excess of the 
          applicable free allowance. 
(C)  Items not acceptable as baggage 
     (1)  The passenger shall not include in his or her baggage: 
          (a)  Items which do not constitute baggage as 

 
† Tracked changes applicable to/from Canada and annotated throughout the entirety of Rule 115 

Baggage are effective February 11, 2022 pursuant to Order No. 2021-A-3 of the CTA. 
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               defined herein and as stated hereunder; 
          (b)  Items which are likely to endanger the 
               aircraft or person or property on board the 
               aircraft, such as those specified in the 
               dangerous goods regulations of the 
               international civil aviation organization 
               (ICAO) and the international air transport 
               association (IATA) 
          (c)  Items the carriage of which is prohibited by 
               the applicable laws, regulations or orders of 
               any state to be flown from, to or over; 
          (d)  Live animals, except as provided in this 
               tariff; 
          (e)  Items which in the opinion of the carrier are 
               unsuitable for carriage by reason of their 
               weight, size or character. 
     (2)  Firearms and ammunition are prohibited from 
          carriage as baggage.  However, firearms and 
          ammunitions for hunting and sporting purposes may 
          be accepted as checked baggage provided that the 
          passenger presents them for inspection prior to 
          commencement of carriage.  Firearms must be loaded 
          with safety catch on and must be suitably packed 
          and the carrier may require them to be delivered 
          to and remain in its custody until passenger's 
          arrival at the airport of destination.  Carriage 
          of firearms and ammunitions is subject to state 
          laws and to ICAO and IATA dangerous goods 
          regulations. 
     (3)  The passengers shall not include in checked 
          baggage, money, jewelry, precious metals, 
          silverware, negotiable papers, securities or other 
          valuables, business documents, passports and other 
          identification documents or samples. 
     (4)  Weapons such as antique firearms, swords, knives 
          and similar items may be accepted as 
          checked baggage in accordance herewith, but will 
          not be permitted in the cabin. 
     (5)  If any item referred to in (a), (b) and (c) above 
          are carried, whether or not they are prohibited 
          from carriage as baggage, the carriage thereof 
          shall be subject to the charges, limitations of 
          liability and other provisions of these conditions 
          applicable to the carriage of baggage. 
(D)  Animals/plants/fragile and perishable items removed by 
     airport security 
     (1)  Animals 
          (a)  Animals, such as dogs, cats, household birds 
               and other pets, when properly crated and 
               accompanied by valid health and vaccination 
               certificates, entry permits, and other 
               documents required by countries of entry or 
               transit will, with the advance agreement of 
               carrier, be accepted for carriage as checked 
               baggage, subject to carrier's tariffs. 
          (b)  If accepted, the animal, together with its 
               container and food carried, shall not be 
               included in the free baggage allowance of the 
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               passenger but constitute excess baggage, 
               for which the passenger shall pay the 
               applicable rate except for purely 
               domestic travel as stated in (e)(2)(i) below. 
               animals shall not be carried 
               in the passenger cabin.  (*) not applicable 
               to persons with disabilities. 
          (c)  Service animals accompanying passengers with 
               a disability together with containers and 
               food, will be carried subject to carrier's 
               tariffs. 
          (d)  Carrier shall not be liable for any injury to 
               or loss, delay, sickness or death of such 
               animal in the event that it is refused entry 
               into or passage through any 
               country, state or territory.  Should injury 
               to, or death of an animal result from the 
               fault or negligence of the carrier, the 
               carrier's liability shall be that provided 
               under the Warsaw convention or the Montreal 
               convention, as the case may be. 
     (2)  Plants 
          Plants, flowers, fruits, cuttings or other plant 
          products may be carried subject to carrier's 
          tariffs and other pertinent governmental and 
          airport requirements. 
     (3)  Fragile and perishable items 
          fragile and perishable items will be refused 
          carriage if packaging is not acceptable to carrier 
          unless the passenger executes an undertaking 
          releasing carrier from liability for damage, loss 
          or spoilage of such items. 
     (4)  Carrier will not be responsible for, nor have any 
          liability in respect of items removed from 
          passengers or their baggage by airport security 
          personnel. 
(E)  Free baggage allowance for passengers other than children 
     Not applicable between points in Canada/USA and points 
     outside Canada/USA between points in KSA/UAE/Kuwait/Qatar and     
 area 2/area 3; and between 
     Japan and area 2/area 3. For points in China/Indonesia/Australia 
     AKL/SIN/KUL/SGN/BKK/HKG/TPE/MFM/KIX - TPE. 
     (1)  Business class or Mabuhay class service 
          the free baggage allowance of each passenger 
          paying the adult Mabuhay class fare will be 
          35 kilograms (77 pounds) except: 
          Between PH to LHR baggage allowance shall be 40 
          kilograms (88 pounds) 
          Between PH-Korea baggage allowance shall be 30 
          kilograms (66 pounds) 
     (2)  Premium economy class service 
          The free baggage allowance including checked and 
          unchecked baggage of each passenger paying 
          The adult economy class fare will be 
          AUS/HKG/BKK/SIN/AKL: 30kgs, lhr:35kg, Korea: 25 kgs. 
     (3)  Economy class service or fiesta class service 
          the free baggage allowance including checked and 
          unchecked baggage of each passenger paying 
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          the adult economy class fare, will be: 
          other than Philippine domestic 
          (a)  For all passenger types except ship's crew, 
               immigrant, student and labor: 
               (i)  For all booking class codes free baggage 
                    allowance will be 25 kilograms (55 pounds); 
              (ii)  For travel between Ph and LHR:  30 kg (66 lbs) 
             (iii)  For travel between tc2/tc3 and Korea 
                    Free baggage allowance shall be 20 kilograms. 
                    Tag to Incheon direct flight free 
                    baggage allowance shall be 15 kilograms. 
                                       (IV)        For travel between PH and BKI  for 
sales/ticketing, free baggage allowance shall be 20 kilograms 

 

                                            on/after 15Nov19 and 
travel on/after 29Mar20                          

                                  (v)     for travel between PH and 
MDC for sales/ticketing , free baggage allowance shall be 20 
kilograms. 

 

                                            on/after 15Nov19 and travel on/after 31Mar20    
          (b)  For ship's crew, between TC2 and TC3 and 
               within tc3, free baggage allowance shall be 40 kgs 
          (c)  For emigrant fares: 
               (i)  Between Philippines and AU/NZ, free 
                    baggage allowance shall be 40 kgs 
              (ii)  For all others, free baggage allowance 
                    shall be 30 kgs 
          (d)  For student fares: 
               (i)  Between PH, AU, NZ and Port Moresby, 
                    free baggage allowance will be 40kg. 
              (ii)  For all LON, HKG, free baggage allowance 
                    shall be 30 kg. 
             (iii)  For Singapore, free baggage allowance 
                    will be 25kg. 
          (e)  For Labor fares: 
               (i)  For travel between PH and AU/NZ/Port 
                    Moresby, Kuala Lumpur, SG, free baggage 
                    allowance shall be 40 kg. 
              (ii)  for travel between PH and LON, HKG, DMM, 
                    RUH, DXB, ROH free baggage allowance is 
                    shall be 30kg. 
             (iii)  For travel between PH and Taiwan, free 
                    baggage allowance shall be 35kg. 
              (iv)  For travel between PH and Bangkok, free 
                    baggage allowance shall be 25kg. 
          (f)  For Philippine domestic travel on u/o booking 
               class codes under the fare brand economy 
               basic, free baggage allowance shall be 0 kgs. 
          (g)  For Philippine domestic travel on w/n/l/s/y 
               booking class codes, free baggage allowance 
               shall be 25 kgs (55 lbs). 
          (h)  For Philippine domestic travel on other 
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               booking class codes not mentioned above 
               free baggage allowance shall be 20 kilograms 
               (44 pounds). 
          (i)  Excess baggage charges for PH domestic (not 
               connecting to/from any international 
               flights) charge php 200 per kilo inclusive of 
               tax.  For PH domestic points connecting 
               to/from any international flight, excess 
               baggage charge shall be USD 5.00 per kilo. 
          (j)  Animals/pets for purely PR domestic travel 
               (not connecting to/from any international 
               flight).  The animal together with its 
               container and food carried, shall not be 
               considered as free baggage allowance of the 
               passenger and shall be assessed at a fixed 
               Rate as follows: 
               -    Up to 5.0 kg             PHP 1000 
               -    5. 1 kg up to 10.0 kg    PHP 2000 
               -    10.1 kg up to 15.0 kg    PHP 3000 
               -    15.1 kg up to 20.0 kg    PHP 4000 
               -    20.1 kg up to 30.0 kg    PHP 6000 
               -    30.1 kg up to 40.0 kg    PHP 8000 
               -    40.1 kg up to 50.0 kg    PHP 10000 
          Above fees are inclusive of vat.  Animals/pets 
          weighing more than 50 kg shall not be accepted as 
          checked baggage. 
          (k)  For journeys within the Philippines (not 
               connecting to/from any international flight) 
               whose baggage dimensions exceeds 62 inches 
               (157 cm) but within weight limit, shall be 
               charged as: 
               Measuring scale in centimeters, the divisor 
               is 5000 
               LXWXH - Weight equivalent in volume equals 
 xxx 
               5000 - add:  actual total baggage weight 
 xxx 
                    Total baggage weight 
 xxx 
                    Less:  FBA 
 xxx 
                    Actual excess baggage weight 
 xxx 
          (l)  For Philippine domestic travel on o/u booking 
               class codes, under the fare brand economy 
               supersaver free baggage allowance shall be 0 kgs. 
          (m)  For Philippine domestic travel on t/e/k 
               booking class codes, under the fare brand 
               economy saver free baggage allowance shall be 
               10 kgs (22 lbs). 
          (n)  For all other PH domestic travel on economy 
               class, free baggage allowance shall be 20kgs 
               (44lbs). 
          (o)  For PH domestic travel on premium economy 
               class, free baggage allowance shall be 25kgs 
               (55lbs). 
          (p)  For PH domestic travel on z/i booking class 
               codes, under the fare brand business value, 
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               free baggage allowance shall be 30kgs 
               (66lbs). 
          (q)  For PH domestic travel on t/e/k booking class 
               codes, under the fare brand business flex 
               free baggage allowance shall be 35kgs (70 lbs). 
          (r)  A single piece of checked baggage should 
               weigh no more than 32kg (70lbs).  Any baggage 
               exceeding the 32kg weight limit must be 
               repacked or will not be accepted for 
               carriage. 
     (4)  Combined services 
          (a)  For through journeys where the passenger 
               travels partly on business class or Mabuhay 
               class services, and partly on economy or 
               fiesta class, the free baggage allowance for 
               each portion of the trip shall be that 
               applicable to the class of service for which 
               the fare is paid. 
          (b)  When a passenger who has paid the business or 
               Mabuhay class fare travels on economy or 
               fiesta class service, the free baggage 
               allowance will be that applicable to the 
               business or Mabuhay class service. 
     (5)  Hand carried baggage 
          In addition to the free baggage allowances 
          provided herein, each passenger may carry, without 
          additional charges, the following articles of 
          baggage only when retained in the passenger's 
          custody; except that items listed in (g) and (h) 
          may be carried in the passenger or cargo 
          compartment of the aircraft: 
          (a)  A handbag, pocketbook or purse which is 
               appropriate to normal traveling dress and 
               which is not being used as a container for 
               the transportation of articles regarded as 
               baggage; 
          (b)  An overcoat, wrap or blanket; 
          (c)  A small camera and a pair of binoculars; 
          (d)  a reasonable amount of reading matter for the 
               flight; 
          (e)  Push-chair and invalid's wheelchair and/or a 
               pair of crutches and/or braces or other 
               prosthetic device for the passenger's use, 
               provided that the passenger is dependent upon 
               them. 
          (f)  One piece of baggage of which the sum of the 
               greatest outside linear dimensions does not 
               exceed 45 in. (115 cm.) Except where the 
               actual under seat space facilities require a 
               bag of lesser size.  For travel from the 
               U.S.A., to points outside the U.S.A., a 
               weight limitation of 15 lb. Shall apply. 
               such additional piece must be carried on 
               board the aircraft by the passenger. 
     (6)  Accompanied pets 
          Not applicable between points in the U.S.A. and 
          points outside the U.S.A./Canada and 
          between japan and area 2/area 3. 
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          accompanied pets, when accepted, including the 
          containers carried, will not be included in the 
          free baggage allowance of the passenger, and the 
          passenger will be assessed the applicable excess 
          baggage weight charge. 
     (7)  bicycles 
          not applicable between points in Canada and points 
          in area 3 and between 
          japan and area 2/area 3. 
          not applicable between points in the U.S.A. and 
          points outside the U.S.A./Canada. 
          The weight of bicycles will not be included in the 
          free baggage allowance of the passenger and will 
          be assessed the applicable excess baggage weight 
          charge. 
     (8)  Free baggage allowance for involuntarily rerouted 
          passengers 
          Involuntarily rerouted passengers will receive the 
          free baggage allowance applicable to the class of 
          service for which tickets were originally issued, 
          regardless of whether such passengers are 
          subsequently transferred to a different class of 
          service. 
(F)  Free baggage allowance for children 
     Not applicable between points in the U.S.A. and point 
     outside the U.S.A./Canada between points 
     In KSA/UAE/Kuwait/Qatar and area 2/area 3; and between 
     japan and area 2/area 3. 
     (1)  Children carried without charge, or for whom the 
          fare is 10 percent of the normal adult fare, will 
          be granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (a)  For PH domestic children carried for whom the 
               fare is 10-25 percent of the adult fare, will 
               be granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (b)  FOR area 3 (except PH domestic) and 2/3 
               between TYO/NGO and area 2/area 3, children 
               carried for whom the fare is at least 10 
               percent of the normal adult fare, will be 
               granted 10 kilos (22 pounds) free baggage 
               allowance. 
     (2)  Children for whom the fare is 75 percent or more 
          of the normal adult fare will be granted free 
          baggage allowance on the same basis as a passenger 
          paying the adult fare and subject to the same 
          exceptions as set forth in paragraph (e) above. 
(G)  Combination of free baggage allowances: 
     where two or more passengers traveling as one party to 
     a common destination or point of stopover by the same 
     flight, present themselves and their baggage for 
     traveling at the same time and place they shall be 
     permitted a total free baggage allowance equal to the 
     combination of their individual free baggage 
     allowances. 
(H)  Excess weight charges 
     not applicable between points in the U.S.A. and points 
     outside the U.S.A./Canada between points 
     in KSA/UAE/Kuwait/Qatar and area 2/area 3; and between 
     japan and area 2/area 3. 
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     baggage weighing in excess of the free baggage 
     allowance will be charged the following: 
     MEL/SYD/BNE/AKL - USD 24/AUD 31/NZD 33 
     DRW/POM - USD 16/AUD 21/PGK 53 
     SIN - USD 10/SGD 14 
     BKK - USD 10/THB 331 
     DPS/CGK - USD 10/IDR 140000 
     SGN - USD 10 
     HKG/MFM - USD 10/HKD 80/MOP 90 
     TPE - USD 10/TWD 302 
     XMN/JJN/CAN - USD 8/CNY 60 
     BJS/SHA - USD 10/CNY 70 
     ICN/PUS - USD 12/KRW 13200 
     KUL - USD 10/MYR 40 
     KIX-TPE - JPY 1100/TWD 330 
     LHR - USD 50/GBP38 on/before 30Nov19 

     MNL to LHR USD50  

     LHR to MNL GBP 50 effective 01Dec19 
     LHR - USD 50/GBP 38 
     MDC/BKI USD 8 per KG  
     (1) Except for surfboard/wakeboards/Surf ski equipment 
     on PR services utilizing jet aircraft only: 
          (a)  Only accepted if enclosed in a surfboard bag 
               that must not exceed 32 kg (66 lbs) in weight 
               and not exceeding 277 cm (109 in) in length. 
          (b)  Board/skis can be included in the free 
               baggage allowance.  The number of surfboard 
               to be part of the FBA can be more than one, 
               but not exceed 32 kg. 
          (c)  When the combined weight of these items 
               exceeds the free baggage allowance, normal 
               additional baggage rates apply. 
     (2)  The passenger must be responsible for having the 
          fins of the surfboard removed, where possible, and 
          placed in an enclosed compartment or taped to the 
          board.  Paddles must also be taped to the board. 
          check-in agent will attach a fragile tag to the 
          bag and passenger must complete and sign the 
          limited release portion of the baggage tag. 
(I)  Collection of excess weight/oversize and/or additional 
     piece charges 
     At the passenger's option, excess weight, oversize 
     and/or additional piece charges will be payable either 
     at the point of origin for the entire journey to final 
     destination, or at the point of origin to the point of 
     stopover, in which event, when carriage is resumed, 
     charges will be payable from the point of stopover to 
     the next point or destination.  When on a journey for 
     which a through excess baggage ticket has been issued 
     there is an increase in the amount of excess baggage 
     carried, carrier will issue a separate excess baggage 
     ticket for such increase and collect charges to 
     destination or a stopover point as the case may be. 
(J)  Excess value and declaration charges 
     (1)  A passenger may declare a value for checked 
          baggage in excess of the applicable liability 
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          limits in accordance with carrier's tariffs.  If 
          the passenger makes such a declaration the 
          passenger shall pay the applicable charges. 
          carrier shall have the option to inspect the 
          checked baggage to ascertain veracity of the 
          declared value. 
     (2)  Carrier will refuse to accept an excess value 
          declaration on checked baggage when a portion of 
          the carriage is to be provided by another carrier 
          which does not offer the facility. 
(K)  Valuation limit of baggage 
     No baggage of any one passenger having a declared value 
     in excess of USD/CAD 2500.00 will be accepted for 
     carriage, unless special arrangement therefore has been 
     made in advance between the passenger and the carriers 
     concerned. 
(L)  Collection of excess value charges 
     Except as otherwise provided in carrier's regulations, 
     excess value charges will be payable at the point or 
     origin for the entire journey to final destination; 
     provided that, if at a stopover en route, a passenger 
     declares a higher excess value than that originally 
     declared, additional value charges for the increased 
     value from the stopover at which the higher excess 
     value was declared to final destination will be 
     payable. 
(M)  Payment of charges 
     Carrier will not be obligated to carry baggage until 
     the passenger has paid all applicable charges or has 
     complied with credit arrangements established by 
     carrier. 
(N)  Excess weight/oversize and/or additional piece and 
     value charges on reroutings or cancellations 
     (1)  When a passenger is rerouted or his carriage 
          cancelled, the provisions which govern with 
          respect to the payment of additional fares or the 
          refunding of fares shall likewise govern the 
          payment or the refunding of excess weight charges 
          and the payment of excess value charges, but no 
          refund of value charges will be made when a 
          portion of the carriage has been completed. 
     (2)  Excess baggage 
          A passenger shall pay a charge for the carriage of 
          baggage in excess of the free baggage allowance at 
          the rate and in manner provided in carrier's 
          tariffs.  Baggage in excess of the free baggage 
          allowance will be carried only at the discretion 
          of the carrier subject to space and weight 
          limitation. 
(O)  Checking of baggage by carrier 
     Except as otherwise provided in this rule, each 
     participating carrier will, upon presentation by a 
     fare-paying passenger of a valid ticket covering 
     transportation over the lines of such carrier, or over 
     the lines of such carrier and one or more other 
     participating carriers, check personal property which 
     is tendered by the passenger for transportation as 
     baggage when tendered at the city or airport office 
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     designated by the carrier, and within the times 
     prescribed by such carrier, but no participating 
     carrier will check property so tendered: 
     (1)  Beyond the destination, or not on the routing, 
          designated on such ticket; 
     (2)  Beyond a point of stopover; 
     (3)  Beyond a point of transfer to any other carrier, 
          if the passenger has declared a valuation in 
          excess of the amounts specified in paragraph (h) 
          of this rule except between points where through 
          interline service is provided without change of 
          aircraft by two or more participating carriers; 
          and provided further, that EA will check such 
          baggage beyond a point of transfer to 
          international carriers; 
     (4)  Beyond a point beyond which the passenger holds no 
          reservation. 
     (5)  Beyond a point at which the passenger is to 
          transfer to a connecting flight, and such flight 
          is scheduled to depart from a different airport 
          than that at which the passenger is scheduled to 
          arrive at such point. 
     (6)  Beyond a point at which the passenger desires to 
          resume possession of such property or any portion 
          thereof; or 
     (7)  Beyond a point beyond which all applicable charges 
          have not been paid. 
     (8)  (Applicable only for through transportation)  to a 
          point to which the passenger holds no reservation, 
          unless the passenger's name or initials are on the 
          outside of such baggage. 
(P)  Collection and delivery of checked baggage by carrier 
     (1)  Checked baggage will be delivered to the bearer of 
          the baggage check upon payment of all unpaid sums 
          due carrier under contract of carriage and upon 
          return to carrier of the baggage (claim) tag(s) 
          issued in connection with such baggage.  Carrier 
          is under no obligation to ascertain that the 
          bearer of the baggage check and baggage (claim) 
          tag is entitled to delivery of the baggage, and 
          carrier is not liable for any loss, damage or 
          expense arising out of or in connection with such 
          delivery of the baggage.  Except as otherwise 
          provided in sub-paragraph (3) herein, delivery 
          will be made at the destination shown in the 
          baggage check. 
     (2)  If the provisions of subparagraph (1), above, are 
          not complied with by a person claiming the 
          baggage, carrier will deliver the baggage only on 
          condition that such person establishes to 
          carrier's satisfaction his rights thereto, and if 
          required by carrier, such person shall furnish 
          adequate security to indemnify carrier for any 
          loss, damage or expense which may be incurred by 
          carrier as a result of such delivery; 
     (3)  At the request of the bearer of the baggage check 
          and baggage (claim) tag(s), checked baggage will 
          be delivered at the place of departure or an 
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          intermediate stopping place upon the same 
          condition provided for in sub-paragraph (1), 
          hereof, unless precluded by government 
          regulations, or unless time and circumstances do 
          not permit.  In delivering baggage at the place of 
          departure or at any intermediate stopping place, 
          carrier shall be under no obligation to refund any 
          charges paid. 
     (4)  Acceptance of baggage by the bearer of the baggage 
          check and baggage (claim) tag(s) without written 
          complaint at the time of delivery is presumptive 
          evidence that the baggage has been delivered in 
          good condition and in accordance with the contract 
          of carriage. 
(Q)  Free baggage allowance and excess baggage charges 
     between japan, and area 1, area 2 and area 3 
     subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (e) (4), of 
     this rule, the free baggage allowance and excess 
     baggage charges will be: 
     (1)  Free baggage allowance for passengers other than 
          children 
          (a)  For business or Mabuhay class service two 
               pieces of checked baggage of which the sum of 
               the three dimensions of each bag does not 
               exceed 62 inches (158 cms) and provided the 
               weight of each piece of checked baggage 
               allowance does not exceed 70 lbs (32 kgs). 
          (b)  For premium economy class service (between PH 
               and japan) two pieces of checked baggage of 
               which the sum of the three dimensions of each 
               bag does not exceed 62 inches (158 cms) and 
               provided the weight of each piece of checked 
               baggage allowance does not exceed 55 lbs (25 
               kgs). 
      (c) For economy class service two pieces of checked 
          baggage of which the sum of the three dimensions 
          of each bag does not exceed 62 inches (158 cms) 
          and provided the weight of each piece of checked 
          baggage allowance does not exceed 50 lbs (23 kgs). 
      (d) Other special pieces of baggage 
               (i)  in lieu of pieces of baggage provided 
                    For in (a) or (b) above, any article 
                    listed below, regardless of the actual 
                    dimensions will be considered to be a 
                    piece of baggage whose outside linear 
                    dimensions are 62 inches (158 cms), will 
                    be accepted. 
                    (aa)  One sleeping bag or bedroll; 
                    (bb)  One rucksack/knapsack/backpack; 
                    (cc)  One pair of snow skis with one 
                          pair of ski poles and one pair of 
                          ski boots; 
                    (dd)  One golf bag containing golf clubs 
                          and one pair of golf shoes; 
                    (ee)  One duffel-type bag or B-4 type 
                          bag (see note) 
                          Note:  "Duffel bag" means a canvas 
                                 cylindrical-shaped bag. 
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                                 folded and fastened at one 
                                 end and "B-4" bag means a 
                                 suitcase-type of handbag 
                                 made of canvas with leather 
                                 and metal bindings and 
                                 fittings and with 
                                 expandable canvas 
                                 compartments on the two 
                                 sides of the bag. 
                    (ff)  One suitably packed bicycle 
                          (single seat touring or racing 
                          bicycle, non-motorized) provided 
                          that the handlebars are fixed 
                          sideways and the pedals are 
                          removed. 
              (ii)  In lieu of the pieces of baggage 
                    provided in (a) or (b) any portable 
                    musical instrument not exceeding 39 
                    inches (100 cms) in length will be 
                    considered to be one piece of baggage at 
                    39 inches (100 cms). 
          (e)  Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in (e)(4) 
               above.  Subject to advance arrangements, each 
               passenger may carry on board the aircraft 
               baggage of such bulky or fragile nature as to 
               require the blocking out or use of a seat or 
               seats, subject to a maximum weight of 75 kgs. 
               (165 lbs.) Per seat, provided that the weight 
               of such baggage shall not be included in 
               determining the passenger's free baggage 
               allowance or his excess baggage charges.  The 
               charge per seat shall be the applicable 
               charge listed in subparagraph (e) below, or a 
               minimum charge of 75 percent of the full one 
               way adult fare for the class of service used 
               by the passenger between the points between 
               which the baggage is to be transported. 
     (2)  Free baggage allowance for children 
          (a)  Children carried free of charge will be 
               granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (b)  Infant paying at least 10 percent or more of 
               the applicable adult fare will be allowed a 
               baggage whose sum of the three dimensions 
               does not exceed 62 inches and the weight does 
               not exceed 50 lbs or 23 kgs plus one checked 
               fully collapsible child stroller or 
               push-chair. 
          (c)  Children paying 50 percent or more of the 
               applicable adult fare will be granted free 
               baggage allowance on the same basis as a 
               passenger paying the adult fare. 
     (3)  Excess baggage charges 
          (a)  Excess baggage charges shall be assessed in 
               the following manner: 
               (i)  Each piece of baggage in excess of the 
                    number provided above will be assessed 
                    the applicable charge listed in 
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                    subparagraph (d) below. 
              (ii)  Each piece of baggage whose sum of the 
                    three dimensions exceeds those permitted 
                    above but does not exceed 62 inches (158 
                    cms) or the weight of which does not 
                    exceed 50 lbs. (23 kgs) will be assessed 
                    with the charge item (2) listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
             (iii)  Each piece of baggage both in excess of 
                    the number permitted above and whose 
                    dimensions exceed the dimensions 
                    permitted above but does not exceed 80 
                    inches (203 cms) or the weight of which 
                    does not exceed 50 lbs. (23 kgs) for 
                    economy 55 lbs (25 kgs) premium economy 
                    will be assessed with both charge item 
                    (2) and (4) listed in subparagraph (d) 
                    below. 
              (iv)  (Not applicable to the special pieces of 
                    baggage listed in (1)(d) above.)  Each 
                    piece of baggage whose sum of the three 
                    dimensions exceeds 80 inches (203 cms), 
                    and/or whose weight exceeds 50 lbs. (23 
                    kgs.) For economy, 55 lbs (23 kgs) for 
                    premium economy will be carried as 
                    accompanied baggage only if advance 
                    arrangements are made with carrier. 
                    such baggage shall 
                    be weighed and it shall be assessed with 
                    charge item (3)(a) and/or item (4) 
                    listed in subparagraph (d) below for the 
                    first 32 kgs. For each piece of 
                    baggage whose weight exceeds 32 kgs but 
                    not more than 45 kgs shall be assessed 
                    with charge item (3)(b) listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
               (v)  Baggage weighing more than 45 kgs (100 
                    lbs) will not be accepted as checked 
                    baggage. 
          (b)  Sporting equipment will be assessed the 
               charges published below for each item of 
               sporting equipment listed: 
               (i)  May be carried as part of passenger's 
                    free baggage allowance.  Golfing 
                    equipment consisting of one golf bag 
                    (containing golf clubs) and one pair of 
                    golf shoes will be included in 
                    determining the free baggage allowance 
                    and if in excess will be assessed 50 
                    percent of the applicable charge listed 
                    in subparagraph (d) below.  However only 
                    one set of golfing equipment will be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance. 
                    any sets of golfing equipment in excess 
                    of one will not be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance and will be assessed 
                    the applicable charge listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
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              (ii)  Snow skiing equipment consisting of one 
                    pair of snow skis, one pair of ski poles 
                    and one pair of ski boots will be 
                    included in determining the free baggage 
                    allowance and if in excess will be 
                    assessed 25 percent of the applicable 
                    charge 
                    listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    however, only one set of snow skiing 
                    equipment will be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance.  Any sets of snow 
                    skiing equipment in excess of one will 
                    not be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance and will be assessed the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
             (iii)  Surfboards/wakeboards will not be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    and are subject to the following 
                    charges: 
                    (1)   One surfboard/wakeboards not 
                          exceeding 109 inches (277 cms) 
                          will be assessed with charge item (2) 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (2)   One surfboard/wakeboards exceeding 
                          109 inches (277 cms) will be 
                          assessed with charge item (2) and (4) 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (3)   Additional surfboard(s) will be 
                          subject to the provisions in 
                          paragraph 3 above and applicable 
                          charges listed in subparagraph (d) 
                          below. 
          (c)  Bulky baggage 
               Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in 
               subparagraph (e)(4) above.  Subject to 
               advance arrangements, each passenger may 
               carry on board the aircraft baggage of such 
               bulky or fragile nature as to require the 
               blocking out or use of a seat(s); 
               (i)  Maximum weight 
                    A single piece of checked baggage 
                    should weigh no more than 32kg (70 lbs). 
                    any baggage exceeding the 32kg weight 
                    limit must be repacked or will not be 
                    accepted for carriage. 
              (ii)  Charges 
                    The charge per seat shall be the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below or a minimum charge equal to 
                    75 percent of the normal one-way adult 
                    fare for the class of service used by 
                    the passenger between the points between 
                    which the baggage is to be transported. 
          (d)  The charge for each piece of excess or 
               oversize baggage will be as indicated below: 
               (i)  for every excess piece - 
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                    (aa)  From 
                          Narita/Haneda/Nagoya/Osaka/Fukuoka 
                          to US/CA:  JPY 15,000 OR USD 
                          150.00 or CAD 150.00. 
                    (bb)  From US/CA to 
                          Narita/Haneda/Nagoya/Osaka/Fukuoka:   
            USD 150 OR CAD 150. 
                    (cc)  Between 
                          Narita/Haneda/Nagoya/Osaka/Fukuoka 
                          and area 2, area 3:  JPY 12,000 or 
                          USD 120.00. 
               (3)  For excess weight per piece - 
                    (aa)  More than 23 kg, but not exceeding 
                          32 kg:  USD 120.00 or JPY 12,000. 
                    (bb)  More than 32 kg, but not exceeding 
                          45 kg:  USD 450 or JPY 45,000. 
               (4)  For each oversized piece exceeding total 
                    dimensions of 158 cm: 
                    (a)   From 
                          Narita/Haneda/Nagoya/Osaka/Fukuoka 
                          to area 1:  JPY 15,000 OR USD 
                          150.00 or CAD150.00. 
                    (b)   From 
                          Narita/Haneda/Nagoya/Osaka/Fukuoka 
                          to area 2, area 3:  JPY 12,000 or 
                          USD 120.00. 
 (R) Not used 
 (S) Free baggage allowance and excess baggage charges 
     Between points in KSA/UAE/Kuwait/Qatar and area 2, area 3 
     subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (e)(4) of 
     this rule, the free baggage allowance and excess 
     baggage charges will be: 
     (1)  Free baggage allowance for passengers other than 
          children 
          (a)  Business class service.  Two pieces of 
               baggage (measure together) of which the sum 
               of the provided that outside linear 
               dimensions of each bag does not exceed 62 
               inches (158 cms) and provided the weight of 
               each bag does not exceed 70 lbs (32 kgs). 
          (b)  Economy plus class service or booking class 
               codes W and N. 
               Two pieces of baggage (measure together) of 
               which the sum of the provided that outside 
               linear dimensions of each bag does not exceed 
               62 inches (158 cms) and provided the 
               weight of each bag does not exceed 55lbs (25 
               kgs). 
          (c)  For economy or fiesta class service. 
               Two pieces of baggage (measured together) of 
               which the sum of the greatest outside linear 
               dimensions does not exceed 107 inches (273 
               cms) provided that outside linear dimensions 
               of each bag do not exceed 62 inches (158 cms) 
               and provided the weight of each bag does not 
               exceed 50 lbs (23 kgs). 
          (d)  Other special pieces of baggage 
               (i)  In lieu of pieces of baggage provided 
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                    for in (a) or (b) above, any article 
                    listed below, regardless of the actual 
                    dimensions will be considered to be a 
                    piece of baggage whose outside linear 
                    dimensions are 62 inches (158 cms), will 
                    be accepted. 
                    (aa)  One sleeping bag or bedroll; 
                    (bb)  One rucksack/knapsack/backpack; 
                    (cc)  One pair of snow skis with one 
                          pair of ski poles and one pair of 
                          ski boots; 
                    (dd)  One golf bag containing golf clubs 
                          and one pair of golf shoes; 
                    (ee)  One duffel-type bag or b-4 type 
                          bag (see note) 
                          note:  "Duffel bag" means a canvas 
                                 cylindrical-shaped bag, 
                                 folded and fastened at one 
                                 end and "b-4" bag means a 
                                 suitcase-type of handbag 
                                 made of canvas with leather 
                                 and metal bindings and 
                                 fittings and with 
                                 expandable canvas 
                                 compartments on the two 
                                 sides of the bag. 
                    (ff)  One suitably packed bicycle 
                          (single seat touring or racing 
                          bicycle, non motorized) provided 
                          that the handlebars are fixed 
                          sideways and the pedals are 
                          removed. 
               (ii) In lieu of the pieces of baggage 
                    provided in (a) or (b) any portable 
                    musical instrument not exceeding 39 
                    inches (100 cms.) In length will be 
                    considered to be one piece of baggage at 
                    39 inches (100 cms.) 
          (e)  Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in 
               (e)(4) above.  A single piece of 
               checked baggage should weigh no more than 
               32kgs. (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 
               32kg weight limit must be repacked or will 
               not be accepted for carriage. 
     (2)  Free baggage allowance for children 
          (a)  Children carried free of charge will be 
               granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (b)  Infant paying at least 10 percent or more of 
               the applicable adult fare will be allowed a 
               baggage whose sum of the three dimensions 
               does not exceed 45 inches and the weight does 
               not exceed 15 lbs or 7 kgs plus one checked 
               fully collapsible child stroller or 
               push-chair. 
          (c)  Children paying 50 percent or more of the 
               applicable adult fare will be granted free 
               baggage allowance on the same basis as a 
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               passenger paying the adult fare. 
     (3)  Excess baggage charges 
          (a)excess baggage charges shall be assessed in the 
          following manner; 
                (i) Each piece of baggage in excess of the 
                    number provided for above will be 
                    assessed the applicable charge listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
               (ii) Each piece of baggage whose sum of the 
                    three dimensions exceeds those permitted 
                    above but does not exceed 80 inches (203 
                    cms)  or the weight of which does not 
                    exceed those permitted above will be 
                    assessed the applicable charge listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
              (iii) Each piece of baggage both in excess of 
                    the number permitted above and whose 
                    dimensions exceed the dimensions 
                    permitted above but does not exceed 80 
                    inches (203 cms) or the weight of which 
                    does not exceed those permitted above 
                    will be assessed 200 percent of the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
               (iv) Each piece of baggage whose the sum of 
                    the three dimensions does not exceed the 
                    dimensions permitted above and weight 
                    exceeds those permitted above shall be 
                    assessed of the applicable charge listed 
                    in subparagraph (d) below for the first 
                    45 kgs or fraction thereof.  Each 
                    additional 10 kgs or fraction thereof 
                    will be assessed 200 percent of the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
                (v) (Not applicable to special pieces of 
                    baggage listed in (1)(c) above).  Each 
                    piece of baggage whose sum of the three 
                    dimensions exceeds 80 inches (203 cms.) 
                    and/or whose weight exceeds those 
                    permitted above will be carried as 
                    accompanied baggage only if advance 
                    arrangements are made with carrier. 
                    such baggage shall be weighed and it 
                    shall be assessed 300 percent of the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below for the first 45kgs. Or 
                    fraction thereof.  Each additional 10 
                    kgs. Or fraction thereof will be 
                    assessed 200 percent of the applicable 
                    charge listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
          (b)  Sporting equipment will be assessed the 
               charges published below for each item of 
               sporting equipment listed. 
               (i)  May be carried as part of passenger's 
                    free baggage allowance.  Golfing 
                    equipment consisting of one golf bag 
                    (containing golf clubs) and one pair of 
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                    golf shoes will be included in 
                    determining the free baggage allowance 
                    and if in excess will be assessed 50 
                    percent of the applicable charge listed 
                    in subparagraph (d) below.  However only 
                    one set of golfing equipment will be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    any sets of golfing in excess of one 
                    will not be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance and will be assessed the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
             (ii)   Snow skiing equipment consisting of one 
                    pair of snow skis, one pair of ski poles 
                    and one pair of ski boots will be 
                    included in determining the free baggage 
                    allowance and if in excess will be 
                    assessed 25 percent of the applicable 
                    charge listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    however, only one set of snow skiing 
                    equipment will be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance.  Any sets of snow 
                    skiing equipment in excess of one will 
                    not be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance and will be assessed the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
            (iii)   Surfboards/wakeboards will not be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    and are subject to the following 
                    charges: 
                    (aa) One surfboard/wakeboards not 
                         exceeding 109 inches (277 cms) will 
                         be assessed one excess baggage 
                         charge. 
                    (bb) One surfboard/wakeboard exceeding 
                         109 inches (277 cms) will be 
                         assessed 200 percent of the 
                         applicable excess baggage charge. 
                    (cc) Additional surfboard(s) will be 
                         subject to the provisions in 
                         paragraph (3) above and applicable 
                         charges listed in subparagraph (d) 
                         below. 
          (c)  Bulky baggage 
               Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in (e)(4) 
               above.  Subject to advance arrangements, each 
               passenger may carry on board the aircraft 
               baggage of such bulky or fragile nature as to 
               require the blocking out or use of a seat(s); 
               (i)  Maximum weight 
                    A maximum weight of 75 kgs. (165 lbs.) 
                    per seat is permitted, provided that the 
                    weight of such baggage shall not be 
                    included in determining the passenger's 
                    free 
                    baggage allowance or excess baggage 
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                    charges.  A single piece of checked 
                    baggage should weigh no more than 32kg 
                    (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 32kg 
                    weight limit must be repacked or will 
                    not be accepted for carriage. 
              (ii)  charges 
                    The charge per seat shall be the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below or a minimum charge equal to 
                    75 percent of the normal one-way adult 
                    fare for the class of service used by 
                    the passenger between the points between 
                    which the baggage is to be transported. 
          (d)  The charge for each piece of excess or 
               oversize baggage will be as indicated below; 
               between kingdom of Saudi Arabia/UAE/Kuwait/Qatar and 
points in PH/area 2 and 
               area 3: 
               (i)  for each piece of excess - 
                    USD 130.00/SAR 480/AED 480 
                    KWD 40/QAR 480. 
              (ii)  For the succeeding pieces, overweight (23.1-32kg) 
or oversize 
                    Bag (63in-80in) USD 130.00/SAR 480/AED 480/KWD 
                    40/QAR 480. 
              (iii) For oversized bag (81in or more), oversized & 
overweight USD300 
(T)  Free baggage allowance and excess baggage charges 
     Between points in the U.S.A. and 
     Guam/Saipan and points outside the U.S.A. 
     Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (e) (4) of 
     this rule, the free baggage allowance and excess 
     baggage charges will be: 
     (1)  Free baggage allowance for passengers other than 
          children 
          (a)  For business or Mabuhay class service 
               (applicable all-year round) 
               Free baggage allowance will be two pieces of 
               checked baggage of which the sum of the three 
               dimensions of each bag does not exceed 62 
               inches (158 cms) and provided the weight of 
               each piece of checked baggage allowance does 
               not exceed 70 lbs (32 kgs). 
          (b)  For premium economy class (for Hawaii/JFK) 
               two pieces of baggage (measured together) of 
               which the sum of the greatest outside linear 
               dimensions does not exceed 107 inches (273 
               cms) provided that the outside linear 
               dimensions of each bag do not exceed 62 
               inches (158 cms) and provided the weight of 
               each bag does not exceed 55 lbs (25 kgs). 
          (c)  For economy or fiesta class service. 
              (i)   Two pieces of baggage (measured 
                    together) of which the sum of the 
                    greatest outside linear dimensions does not 
                    exceed 107 inches (273 cms) provided 
                    that the outside linear dimensions of 
                    each bag do not exceed 62 inches (158 
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                    cms) and provided the weight of each bag does not 
                    exceed 50 lbs (23kgs). 
              (ii)  For journeys between Guam/Saipan and 
                    area 3, the free baggage allowance shall 
                    be two pieces of baggage provided that 
                    the outside linear dimensions does not 
                    exceed 62 inches (158 cms) and provided 
                    the weight of each bag does not exceed 
                    50 lbs (23 kgs). 
          (d)  Other special pieces of baggage 
               (i)  In lieu of pieces of baggage provided 
                    for in (a) or (b) above, any article 
                    listed below, regardless of the actual 
                    dimensions will be considered to be a 
                    piece of baggage whose outside linear 
                    dimensions are 62 inches (158 cms), will 
                    be accepted. 
                    (aa)  One sleeping bag or bedroll; 
                    (bb)  One rucksack/knapsack/backpack; 
                    (cc)  One pair of snow skis with one 
                          pair of ski poles and one pair of 
                          ski boots; 
                    (dd)  One golf bag containing golf clubs 
                          and one pair of golf shoes; 
                    (ee)  One duffel-type bag or b-4-type 
                          bag (see note) 
                          Note:  "Duffel bag" means a canvas 
                                 cylindrical-shaped bag, 
                                 folded and fastened at one 
                                 end and "b-4" bag means a 
                                 suitcase-type of handbag 
                                 made of canvas with leather 
                                 and metal bindings and 
                                 fittings and with 
                                 expandable canvas 
                                 compartments on the two 
                                 sides of the bag. 
                    (ff)  One suitably packed bicycle 
                          (single seat touring or racing 
                          bicycle, non-motorized) provided 
                          that the handlebars are fixed 
                          sideways and the pedals are 
                          removed. 
              (ii)  In lieu of the pieces of baggage 
                    provided in (a) or (b) any portable 
                    musical instrument not exceeding 39 
                    inches (100 cms.) In length will be 
                    considered to be one piece of baggage at 
                    39 inches (100 cms.). 
          (e)  Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in 
               (e)(4) above.  A single piece of 
               checked baggage should weigh no more than 
               32kgs. (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 
               32kg weight limit must be repacked or will 
               not be accepted for carriage. 
     (2)  Free baggage allowance for children 
          (a)  Children carried free of charge will be 
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               granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (b)  Infant paying at least 10 percent or more of 
               the applicable adult fare will be allowed 
               a baggage whose sum of the three dimensions 
               does not exceed 62 inches and the weight does 
               not exceed 50 lbs or  23 kgs plus one checked 
               fully collapsible child stroller or 
               push-chair. 
          (c)  Children paying 50 percent or more of the 
               applicable adult fare will be granted free 
               baggage allowance on the same basis as a 
               passenger paying the adult fare. 
     (3)  Excess baggage charges 
          (a)  Excess baggage charges shall be assessed in 
               the following manner: 
               (i)  For journeys between points in Hawaii 
                    and points outside Hawaii: 
                    (aa)  Each piece of baggage in excess of 
                          the number provided for above will 
                          be assessed the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (bb)  Each piece of baggage whose sum of 
                          the three dimensions exceeds those 
                          permitted above but does not 
                          exceed 80 inches (203 cms) or the 
                          weight of which does not exceed those 
                          permitted above will be assessed 
                          the applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (cc)  Each piece of baggage both in 
                          excess of the number permitted 
                          above and whose dimensions exceed 
                          the dimensions permitted above but 
                          does not exceed 80 inches (203 cms) or the 
        weight of which does not exceed those 
                          permitted above will be assessed 
                          200 percent of the applicable 
                          charge listed in subparagraph (d) 
                          below. 
                    (dd)  Each piece of baggage whose the 
                          sum of the three dimensions does 
                          not exceed the dimensions 
                          permitted above and weight exceeds 
                          those permitted above 
                          shall be assessed of the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below for the 
                          first 45 kgs. Or fraction thereof. 
                          each additional 10 kgs. Or 
                          fraction thereof will assessed 200 
                          percent of the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (ee)  (Not applicable to the special 
                          pieces of baggage listed in (1)(c) 
                          above).  Each piece of baggage 
                          whose sum of the three dimensions 
                          exceeds 80 inches (203 cms.), and/or whose 
        weight exceeds those permitted above will 
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                          be carried as accompanied baggage 
                          only if advance arrangements are 
                          made with carrier.  Such baggage 
                          shall be weighed and it shall be 
                          assessed 300 percent of the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below for the 
                          first 45 kgs. Or fraction thereof. 
                          each additional 10 kgs. Or fraction 
                          thereof will be assessed 200 
                          percent of the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
              (ii)  For journeys between points in the U.S.A 
                    and points outside the U.S.A. 
                    (aa)  Each piece of baggage in excess of 
                          the number provided for above will 
                          be assessed the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (bb)  Each piece of baggage whose sum of 
                          the three dimensions exceeds those 
                          permitted above but does not 
                          exceed 80 inches (203 cms) or the 
                          weight of which does not exceed those 
                          permitted above will be assessed 
                          the applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (cc)  Each piece of baggage both in 
                          excess of the number permitted 
                          above and whose dimensions exceed 
                          the dimensions permitted above but 
                          does not exceed 80 inches (203 cms) or the 
         weight of which does not exceed those 
                          permitted above will be assessed 
                          200 percent of the applicable 
                          charge listed in subparagraph (d) 
                          below. 
                    (dd)  Each piece of baggage whose the 
                          sum of the three dimensions does 
                          not exceed the dimensions 
                          permitted above and weight exceeds 
                          those permitted above shall be 
                          assessed of the applicable charge 
                          listed.  Baggage exceeding above 
                          but not more than 32 kg shall be 
                          assessed applicable charge listed 
                          in subparagraph (d) below.  A 
                          single piece of checked baggage 
                          should weigh no more than 32 kgs. 
                          (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding 
                          the 32 kg. Weight limit must be 
                          repacked or will not be accepted 
                          for carriage. 
                    (ee)  (Not applicable to the special 
                          pieces of baggage listed in (1)(c) 
                          above).  Each piece of baggage 
                          whose sum of the three dimensions 
                          exceeds 80 inches (203 cms.), and/or whose 
        weight exceeds those permitted above will 
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                          be carried as accompanied baggage 
                          only if advance arrangements are 
                          made with carrier.  Such baggage 
                          shall be weighed and it shall be 
                          assessed 300 percent of the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below for the 
                          first 45 kgs. Or fraction thereof. 
                          each additional 10 kgs. Or 
                          fraction thereof will be assessed 200 
                          percent of the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
             (iii)  For journeys between Guam/Saipan and 
                    Philippines/area 3 
                    (aa)  Each piece of baggage in excess of 
                          the number provided for above will 
                          be assessed the applicable charge 
                          listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (bb)  Each piece of baggage whose sum of 
                          the three dimensions exceeds those 
                          permitted above but does not 
                          exceed 80 inches (203 cms) or the 
                          weight of which does not exceed 50 
                          lbs. (23 kgs) will be assessed the 
                          applicable 
                          charge listed in subparagraph (d) 
                          below. 
                    (cc)  Each piece of baggage both in 
                          excess of the number permitted 
                          above and whose dimensions exceed 
                          the dimensions permitted above but 
                          does not exceed 80 inches (203 
                          cms) or the weight of which does 
                          not exceed 50 lbs. (23 kgs) will 
                          be assessed 200 percent of the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (dd)  Each piece of baggage whose the 
                          sum of three dimensions does not 
                          exceed the 
                          dimensions permitted above and 
                          weight exceeds 50 lbs. (23 kgs) 
                          shall be assessed of the applicable 
                          charge listed in subparagraph (d) 
                          below for the first 45 kgs. Or 
                          fraction thereof.  Each additional 
                          10 kgs. Or fraction thereof will 
                          be assessed 200 percent of the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below. 
                    (ee) (Not applicable to the special 
                          piece of baggage listed in (1)(c) 
                          above.  Each piece of baggage whose 
                          sum of the three dimensions exceeds 
                          80 inches (203 cms.), and/or whose 
                          weight exceeds 50 lbs. (23 kgs.) 
                          will be carried as accompanied 
                          baggage only if advance 
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                          arrangements are made with carrier. 
                          such baggage shall be weighed and 
                          it shall be assessed 300 percent of 
                          the applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d).  A single 
                          piece of checked baggage should 
                          weigh no more than 32kg (70lbs). 
                          any baggage exceeding the 32kg 
                          weight limit must be repacked or 
                          will not be accepted for carriage. 
                          each additional 10 kgs. Or fraction 
                          thereof will be assessed the 
                          applicable charge listed in 
                          subparagraph (d) below. 
          (b)  Sporting equipment will be assessed the 
               charges published below for each item of 
               sporting equipment listed: 
               (i)  May be carried as part of passenger's 
                    free baggage allowance. 
                    Golfing equipment consisting of one golf 
                    bag (containing golf clubs) and one pair 
                    of golf shoes will be included in 
                    determining the free baggage allowance 
                    and if in excess will be assessed 50 
                    percent of the applicable charge listed 
                    in subparagraph (d) below.  However only 
                    one set of golfing equipment will be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance. 
                    any sets of golfing equipment in excess 
                    of one will not be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance and will be assessed 
                    the applicable charge listed in 
                    subparagraph (d) below. 
              (ii)  Snow skiing equipment consisting of one 
                    pair of snow skis, one pair of ski poles 
                    and one pair of ski boots will be 
                    included in determining the free baggage 
                    allowance and if in excess will be 
                    assessed 25 percent of the applicable 
                    charge listed in subparagraph (d) below. 
                    however, only one set of snow skiing 
                    equipment will be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance.  Any sets of snow 
                    skiing  equipment in excess of one will 
                    not be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance and will be assessed the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) below. 
             (iii)  Surfboards/wakeboards will not be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    and are subject to the following 
                    charges: 
                    (1)  One surfboard/wakeboards not 
                         exceeding 109 inches (277 cms) will 
                         be assessed one excess baggage 
                         charge. 
                    (2)  One surfboard/wakeboards exceeding 
                         109 inches (277 cms) will be 
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                         assessed 200 percent of the 
                         applicable excess baggage charge. 
                    (3)  Additional surfboard(s) will be 
                         subject to the provisions in 
                         paragraph 3 
                         above and applicable charges listed 
                         in subparagraph (d) below. 
          (c)  Bulky baggage 
               Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in (e)(4) 
               above.  Subject to advance arrangements, each 
               passenger may carry on board the aircraft 
               baggage of such bulky or fragile nature as to 
               require the blocking out or use of a seat(s); 
               (i)  Maximum weight 
                    A maximum weight of 75 kgs. (165 lbs.) 
                    per seat is permitted, provided that the 
                    weight of such baggage shall not be 
                    included in determining the passenger's 
                    free baggage allowance or excess baggage 
                    charges. 
              (ii)  Charges 
                    The charge per seat shall be the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (d) Below or a minimum charge equal to 
                    75 percent of the normal one-way adult 
                    fare for the class of service used by 
                    the passenger between the points between 
                    which the baggage is to be transported. 
          (d)  The charge for each piece of excess or 
               oversize baggage will be as indicated below: 
               between U.S.A. points in area 1 and area 
               3/Area 1/2/3 via the Pacific Ocean: 
               (1)  Between PH/Area 3/Area 2 and 
                    LAX/SFO/HNL charge USD 175 JFK: Charge: 
                    USD 200 
                    Exception:  Between PH/AU/JP/KR/AE/SA 
               and area 1 charge USD 200/CAD 200 
               (2)  To/from GUAM (in USD) 
                    For the succeeding pieces or oversize 
                    baggage on any class of service: 
                    (a)  Philippines 
150.00 
                    (b)  Hong Kong/Taiwan 
45.00 
                    (c)  Japan/Korea/China/ 
75.00 
                         Singapore/Indonesia/ 
                         Thailand/Vietnam 
                    (d)  Australia/rest of TC3 
75.00 
               (3)  To/from rest OF Micronesia (in USD) 
                    (a)  Philippines 
150.00 
                    (b)  Hong Kong/Taiwan 
95.00 
                    (c)  japan/Korea/China/ 
125.00 
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                         Singapore/Indonesia/ 
                         Thailand/Vietnam 
               (4)  From Guam/Saipan (in USD) 
                    (a)  Vancouver 
175.00 
                    (b)  Rest of Canada 
160.00 
               (5)  to Guam/Saipan (IN CAD) 
                    (a)  Vancouver 
175.00 
                    (b)  Rest OF Canada 
225.00 
(U)  Free baggage allowance and excess baggage charges 
     between points in Canada and points outside thereof as 
     follows 
     (1)  Free baggage allowance for passengers other than 
          children 
          (a)  For business or Mabuhay class service 
               (Applicable all-year round) 
               Two pieces of checked baggage of which the 
               sum of the three dimensions of each bag does 
               not exceed 62 inches (158 cms) and provided 
               the weight of each piece of checked baggage 
               allowance does not exceed 70 lbs. (32 kgs.) 
          (b)  For economy class of service: 
               Two pieces of baggage (measured together) of 
               which the sum of the greatest outside 
               linear dimensions does not exceed 107 inches 
               (273 cms) provided that the outside linear 
               dimensions of each bag do not exceed 62 
               inches (158 cms) and provided the 
               weight of each bag does not exceed 50 lbs 
               (23kgs). 
               Exception:     Any other article shall not be 
                              carried free in addition to 
                              the free baggage allowance and 
                              carrier shall limit the 
                              acceptance of such other 
                              articles for carriage in the 
                              passenger cabin to conform 
                              with security regulations 
                              and/or interline limitations. 

1. hence, CAD  100.00 for YYZ and 
CAD75 for YVR shall be                         

                              collected from the passenger 
                              for each intercepted hand 
                              carried baggage other than the 
                              allowable hand carried 
                              baggage. 
          (c)  Other special pieces of baggage 
               (i)  In lieu of the pieces of baggage 
                    provided for in (a) or (b) above, any 
                    article listed below, regardless of the 
                    actual dimensions will be considered to 
                    be a piece of baggage whose outside 
                    linear dimensions are 62 inches (158 
                    cms.) Will be accepted. 
                    (aa)  One sleeping bag or bedroll; 
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                    (bb)  One rucksack/knapsack/backpack; 
                    (cc)  One pair of snow skis with one 
                          pair of ski poles and one pair of 
                          ski boots; 
                    (dd)  One golf bag containing golf clubs 
                          and one pair of golf shoes; 
                    (ee)  One duffel-type bag or b-4-type 
                          bag (see note); 
                          Note:  "Duffel bag" means a canvas 
                                 cylindrical-shaped bag, 
                                 folded and fastened at one 
                                 end; "b-4 bag" means a 
                                 suitcase-type of handbag 
                                 made of canvas with leather 
                                 and metal bindings and 
                                 fittings and with 
                                 expandable canvas 
                                 compartments on the two 
                                 sides of the bag. 
                    (ff)  One suitably packed bicycle 
                          (single seat touring or racing 
                          bicycle, non-motorized) provided 
                          that the handlebars are fixed 
                          sideways and the pedals are 
                          removed. 
              (ii)  In lieu of the pieces of baggage 
                    provided for in (a) or (b) above, any 
                    portable musical instrument not 
                    exceeding 39 inches (100 cms.) In length 
                    will be considered to be one piece of 
                    baggage at 39 inches (100 cms.). 
          (d)  Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in next 
               paragraph (e) below.  Subject to advance 
               arrangements, each passenger may carry on 
               board the aircraft baggage of such bulky or 
               fragile nature as to require the blocking out 
               or use of a seat or seats, subject to a 
               maximum weight of 75 kgs. (165 lbs.) Per 
               seat, provided that the weight of such 
               baggage shall not be included in determining 
               the passenger's free baggage allowance or his 
               excess baggage charges.  A single piece of 
               checked baggage should weigh no more than 
               32kg (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 32kg 
               weight limit must be repacked or will not be 
               accepted for carriage. 
          (e)  Hand carried baggage 
               In addition to the free baggage allowances 
               provided herein, each passenger may carry, 
               without additional charges, the following 
               articles of baggage only when retained in the 
               passenger's custody; except that items listed 
               in (g) and (h) may be carried in the 
               passenger or cargo compartment of the 
               aircraft: 
               (a)  A handbag, pocketbook or purse which is 
                    appropriate to normal traveling dress 
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                    and which is not being used as a 
                    container for the transportation of 
                    articles regarded as baggage; 
               (b)  An overcoat, wrap or blanket; 
               (c)  A small camera and a pair of binoculars; 
               (d)  a reasonable amount of reading matter 
                    For the flight; 
               (e)  Or push-chair and person with a 
                    disability's wheelchair and/or a pair of 
                    crutches and/or braces or other 
                    prosthetic device for the passenger's 
                    use, provided that the passenger is 
                    dependent upon them. 
               (f)  One piece of baggage of which the sum of 
                    the greatest outside linear dimensions 
                    does not exceed 45 in. (115 cm.) Except 
                    where the actual under seat space 
                    facilities require a bag of lesser size. 
                    for travel from the U.S.A., to points 
                    outside the U.S.A., a weight limitation 
                    of 15 lb. Shall apply.  Such additional 
                    piece must be carried on board the 
                    aircraft by the passenger. 
     (2)  Free baggage allowance for children 
          (a)  Children carried free of charge will be 
               granted no free baggage allowance. 
          (b)  Infant paying at least 10 percent or more of 
               the applicable adult fare will be allowed a 
               baggage whose sum of the three dimensions 
               does not exceed 62 inches ( 158 cms) and the 
               weight does not exceed 50 lbs or  23 kgs. Plus 
               one checked fully collapsible child's 
               stroller or push-chair. 
          (c)  Children paying 50 percent or more of the 
               applicable adult fare will be granted free 
               baggage allowance on the same basis as a 
               passenger paying the adult fare. 
     (3)  Excess baggage charges 
          Excess baggage charges shall be assessed in the 
          following manner: 
          (a)  Each piece of baggage in excess of the number 
               provided for above will be assessed the 
               applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
               (h) below. 
          (b)  Each piece of baggage whose sum of the three 
               dimensions exceeds those permitted above 
               but does not exceed 80 inches (203 cms.) Or 
               the weight of which does not exceed 
               those permitted above will be assessed the 
               applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
               (h) below. 
          (c)  Each piece of baggage both in excess of the 
               number permitted above and whose dimensions 
               exceed the dimensions permitted above but 
               does not exceed 80 inches (203 
               cms.) Or the weight of which does not exceed 
               those permitted above will be assessed 200 
               percent of the applicable charge listed in 
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               subparagraph (h) below. 
          (d)  Each piece of baggage whose the sum of three 
               dimensions does not exceed the dimensions 
               permitted above and weight exceeds 50 lbs. 
               (23 kgs) for economy and  70 lbs. (32 kgs) 
               for business class shall assessed of the 
               applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
               (h) below for the first 45 kgs. Or 
               fraction thereof.  Each additional 10 kgs. Or 
               fraction thereof will be assessed 200 percent 
               of the applicable charge listed in 
               subparagraph (h) below. 
          (e)  (Not applicable to the special pieces of 
               baggage listed in (1)(c) above) - each piece 
               of baggage whose sum of the three dimensions 
               exceeds 80 inches (203 cms.) and/or whose 
               weight exceeds those permitted above - will 
               be carried as accompanied baggage only if 
               advance arrangements are made with carrier. 
               such baggage shall be weighed and it 
               shall be assessed 300 percent of the 
               applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
               (h). 
               A single piece of checked baggage should 
               weigh no more than 32kg (70lbs).  Any baggage 
               exceeding the 32kg weight limit must be 
               repacked or will not be accepted for 
               carriage.  Each additional 10 kgs. Or 
               fraction thereof will be assessed the 
               applicable 
               charge listed in subparagraph (h) below. 
          (f)  Sporting equipment will be assessed the 
               charges published below for each item of 
               sporting equipment listed: 
               may be carried as parted of passenger's free 
               baggage allowance 
               (i)  Golfing equipment consisting of one golf 
                    bag (containing golf clubs) and one pair 
                    of golf shoes will be included in 
                    determining the free baggage allowance 
                    and if in excess will be assessed 50 
                    percent of the applicable charge listed 
                    in subparagraph (h) below.  However 
                    only one set of golfing equipment will 
                    be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance.  Any sets of golfing 
                    equipment in excess of one will not be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    and will be assessed 
                    the applicable charge listed in 
                    subparagraph (h) below. 
              (ii)  Snow skiing equipment consisting of one 
                    pair of snow skis, one pair of ski poles 
                    and one pair of ski boots will be 
                    included in determining the free baggage 
                    allowance and if in excess will be 
                    assessed 25 percent of the applicable 
                    charge listed in subparagraph (h) below. 
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                    however only one set of snow skiing 
                    equipment will be included in the free 
                    baggage allowance.  Any sets of snow 
                    skiing equipment in excess of one will 
                    not be included in the free baggage 
                    allowance and will be assessed the 
                    applicable charge listed in subparagraph 
                    (h) below. 
             (iii)  SURFBOARDS/wakeboards will not be 
                    included in the free baggage allowance 
                    and are subject to the following charges: 
                    (aa) One surfboard/wakeboards not 
                         exceeding 109 inches (277 cms) will 
                         be assessed one excess baggage charge. 
                    (bb) One surfboard/wakeboards exceeding 
                         109 inches (277 cms) will be 
                         assessed 200 percent of the 
                         applicable excess baggage charge. 
                    (cc) Additional surfboard(s) will be 
                         subject applicable charges listed 
                         in subparagraph (h) below. 
          (g)  Bulky baggage retained in the passenger's 
               custody other than articles listed in 
               (1)(e) above.  A single piece of 
               checked baggage should weigh no more than 
               32kg (70lbs).  Any baggage exceeding the 32kg 
               weight limit must be repacked or will not be 
               accepted for carriage. 
          (h)  The charge for each piece of excess or 
               oversize baggage will be as indicated below: 
               (1)  From PH/area 3/area 2 to YVR - USD 
                    175/CAD 175 
               (2)  From YVR TO PH/Area 3/Area 2 - CAD 
                    175/USD 175 
               (3)  From PH/AREA 3/Area 2 TO YYZ - USD 
                    200/CAD 200 
               (4)  From YYZ TO PH/Area 3/AREA 2 - CAD 
                    200/USD 200 
               (5)  Between CA (except YVR & YYZ) and 
                    PH/Area 3/Area 2 - CAD 225/USD 225. 
(V)  Unchecked and unclaimed baggage 
     (1)  Unchecked baggage 
          (a)  Baggage which the passenger carries into the 
               aircraft must fit under the seat in front of 
               the passenger or in an enclosed storage 
               compartment in the cabin.  Items determined 
               by carrier to be of excessive weight or size 
               will not be permitted in the cabin and if 
               suitable shall be transported as checked 
               baggage. 
          (b)  Objects not suitable, in the opinion of the 
               carrier, for transport in the cargo 
               compartment, such as but not limited to 
               delicate musical instruments and the like, 
               will only be accepted for transportation in 
               the cabin compartment if 3 days advance 
               notice has been given in advance and 
               permission granted by carrier.  the transport 
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               of such objects may be subject to separate 
               charges in paragraph (r)(3) and (s)(3). 
          (c)  Unclaimed baggage 
               Any baggage which is unclaimed after being in 
               the carrier's possession for thirty (30) days 
               shall be disposed of by carrier in any manner 
               it deems proper. 
(W)   CABIN BAGGAGE 
CABIN BAGGAGE (CBBG) when a passenger requires the use of a seat/s in 
the passenger cabin for baggage upon payment of 100% of the 
applicable fare per seat. Payment of the applicable fare entitles the 
passenger to occupy one seat in the corresponding class. 

a) Only one (1) item per seat is allowed. 
b) Properly packaged or covered to withstand normal handling 

conditions and to avoid possible 
injury to passengers/crew. 

 c) The CBBG should not be placed in exit row seats.  

d) The maximum weight of the item should not exceed 32 kilograms.  

e) The item should not exceed the height of the backrest at its 
highest position.  

Request for cabin baggage for bulky or fragile baggage shall be 
handled with provisions on baggage per piece system or for weight 
system, whichever is applicable.  

Amenities: 

No meals 

No Free Baggage Allowance 

Penalties: 

Change Fee/No-show fee/Refund fee (provided fare is refundable) -  
multiplied by the number of seats availed. 
 

 
(X)  Excess baggage charge on Philippine domestic sectors 
For travel between Philippine domestic sectors and the 
USA/Canada/Guam 
     The charge is USD 5.00 or its equivalent in CAD per kilo. 
     note:  EBC of USD 5.00 (or its equivalent in CAD), per 
            kilo is applicable for payment in the 
            United States/Canada/Guam only.  this shall also 
            apply for ticket issued in all international points. 
(Y)  Codeshare baggage 
     Bahrain (Gulf Air)-Economy and Business CLASS OF 
     service passengers are entitled to 2pc Baggage At 23kg 
     (50lbs) PER PIECE. 
     Abu Dhabi (Etihad)-Passengers are entitled to the 
     following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 2piece At 23kg (50lbs)/Piece 
     Premium Economy: 2 Piece At 25kg (55lbs)/Piece 
     Business Class: 2 Piece At 32kg (70lbs)/Piece 
     Japan (All Nippon Airways): Passengers are entitled to 
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     the following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 2 Piece At 23kg (50lbs)/Piece 
     Premium Economy: 2 Piece At 23kg (50lbs)/Piece 
     Business Class: 2 Piece At 32kg (70lbs)/Piece 
     Istanbul (Turkish Airlines) - Passengers are entitled 
     to the following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 30 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
     Brunei (Royal Brunei): Passengers are entitled to the 
     following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 23 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
     Kuala Lumpur (Malaysian Airlines): Passengers are 
     entitled to the following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 30 Kilos 
     Premium Economy: 35 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
     Jinjiang (Xiamen Air): Passengers are entitled to the 
     following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 30 Kilos 
     Premium Economy: 35 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
     Cebu-Hong Kong (Cathay Pacific): Passengers are 
     entitled to the following free Baggage Allowance: 
     Economy Class: 30 Kilos 
     Premium Economy: 35 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
     Taipei (China Airlines): Passengers ARE ENTITLED TO THE 
     following free baggage allowance: 
     Economy Class: 30 Kilos 
     Premium Economy: 35 Kilos 
     Business Class: 40 Kilos 
(Z)  Prepaid baggage rule 
     The prepaid baggage may be availed by those passengers 
     who purchased but will be travelling carrying more than 
     the entitled free baggage allowance.  the following 
     prepaid baggage feesapply: Standard excess baggage rate (EBC) shall 
apply in excess of the aforementioned maximum weights. Each baggage shall 
not weigh more than 32kgs. Passengers will be requested to repack as 
necessary in compliance with some countries’ health laws.  
     (1)  PR domestic flights (USD equivalent applies if 
          sold outside PH) 

•    A.Initial booking rate (applies to passenger booking the 
ticket and Prepaid Baggage at the same time)Block of 10kg. php 
250Block of 20kg. php 400Block of 30kg. php 750 Block of 40kg. 
php 1250 

B. Manage Booking Rate (15 days or more from departure) 
Block of 10kg. php 300 

          Block of 20kg. php 550 
          Block of 30kg. php 1000 
          Block of 40kg. php 1600 

C. Manage Booking Rate (14 days or less from departure) 
Block of 10kg. php 400 

          Block of 20kg. php 650 
          Block of 30kg. php 1200 
          Block of 40kg. php 1850 
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          Airport baggage 20KG. PHP 2000 
          Note:  Above fees are inclusive of value-added tax 
          (VAT) 
     Exemptions: 
     Travel to/from Busuanga//Batanes//// 
     (2)  Between MNL/CEB/CRK/KLO and PR international flights (local 
currency 
          equivalent if purchased outside of the Philippines) 
          (A)  Weight system per block of 5KG: 
               SIN       USD 40/SGD 55 
               BKK       USD 40/THB 1325 
               DPS       USD 40/IDR 560000 
               CGK       USD 40/IDR 560000 
               SGN/HAN/PNHUSD 40/USD 40 
               TPE       USD 40/TWD 1208 
               HKG       USD 40/HKD 350 
               MFM       USD 40/MOP 350 
               XMN       USD 25/CNY 200 
               JJN       USD 25/CNY 200 
               CAN       USD 25/CNY 200 
               PEK       USD 40/CNY 300 
               SHA       USD 40/CNY 300 
               MEL       USD 90/AUD 117 
               SYD       USD 90/AUD 117 
               BNE       USD 90/AUD 117 
               POM       USD 60/PGK 200 
               AKL       USD 90/NZD 125 
               KUL       USD 40/MYR 170 
               LON       USD 200/GBP 150 
               SEL/PUS   USD 50/KRW 55000 
           TPE-OSA       TWD 1310/JPY 4400 
           CEB/KLO-CTU   USD 40/CNY 300 
          (B)  Piece system: 
               Japan     USD 100/JPY 10000 
               US        USD 150/USD 150 
               GUM       USD 100/USD 100 
               YVR       USD 150/CAD 150 
               YYZ       USD 175/CAD 175 
               UAE       USD 100/AED 375 
               KSA       USD 100/SAR 375 
               DOH       USD 100/QAR 375 
               KWI       USD 100/KWD 30 
     Between PH Domestic beyond MNL/CEB/CRK/KLO and PR international 
flights (local currency 
          equivalent if purchased outside of the Philippines) 
          (A)  Weight system per block of 5KG: 
               SIN       USD 45/SGD 65 
               BKK       USD 45/THB 1500 
               DPS       USD 45/IDR 630000 
               CGK       USD 45/IDR 630000 
               SGN/HAN/PNH USD 45/USD 45 
               TPE       USD 45/TWD 1360 
               HKG       USD 45/HKD 380 
               MFM       USD 45/MOP 390 
               XMN       USD 30/CNY 220 
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               JJN       USD 30/CNY 220 
               CAN       USD 30/CNY 220 
               PEK       USD 45/CNY 320 
               SHA       USD 45/CNY 320 
               PUS/SEL   USD 55/KRW 60500 
               MEL       USD 95/AUD 125 
               SYD       USD 95/AUD 125 
               BNE       USD 95/AUD 125 
               POM       USD 65/PGK 220 
               AKL       USD 95/NZD 133 
               KUL       USD 45/MYR 190 
               LON       USD 205/GBP 155 
           CEB/KLO-CTU   USD 45/CNY 320 
          (B)  Piece system: 
               Japan     USD 100/JPY 10000 
               US        USD 165/USD 165 
               GUM       USD 115/USD 115 
               YVR       USD 165/CAD 165 
               YYZ       USD 190/CAD 190 
               UAE       USD 115/AED 430 
               KSA       USD 115/SAR 430 
               DOH       USD 115/QAR 430       
 
(3)  Rules/guidelines 
     (a)  Prepaid baggage can be availed by the passenger up 
          to four (4) hours prior to estimated time of 
          departure.  Senior citizen's discount shall not 
          apply to the prepaid baggage fee.(b)  Passengers on purely 
PH domestic itineraries are allowed up to 40KG Prepaid Baggage per 
person per sector except on flights to/from Basco and Busuanga with 
weight limitation of up to 10kgs. Prepaid Baggage may be upgraded up 
to a maximum of 40kg per person per sector. Rate difference shall be 
assessed and collected. Changes must be made at least four (4) hours 
prior to scheduled Estimated Time of Departure at any PAL Ticket 
Office and Contact Center.  
 
     (c)  For the piece system, passengers are allowed to 
purchase a maximum of 2 pieces of prepaid baggage with total of 23kg 
each while International routes on weight system are allowed up to 20KG 
per person per sector,. Flights on weight system may only avail one 
Prepaid Baggage per person per sector.  
 
     (d)  The prepaid baggage fee (PBF) is non-refundable 
          except in case of flight cancellations, irregular 
          operations (IROPS) wherein the passenger decides 
          not to take his/her flight. 
     (e)  Prepaid baggage is non-transferable, 
non-reroutable. For passengers who wish to take an earlier flight on 
the same day of his/her original booking, prepaid baggage may be 
accepted on the new flight. For passengers who wish to rebook his/her 
flight provided no changes on the route, previously issued prepaid 
baggage may be carried over to the new flight.   Changes must be done 
at least four (4) hours prior to scheduled Estimated Time of Departure 
at any PAL Ticket Office and Contact Center. Prepaid baggage shall be 
forfeited for No-show.  
 
     (f)  No refund shall be made for passengers carrying 
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          baggage less than the PBF paid. 
     (g)  Oversize and overweight baggage will be charged 
          the standard oversize/overweight charges. 
     (h)  Pooling of baggage is allowed based on the 
          following: 
          (a)  Traveling together 
          (b)  Check in at the same time 
          (c)  Same flight number/date 
     (i)  Passengers holding industry-discounted (id) 
          tickets and agent-discounted (ad) tickets are 
          allowed to purchase prepaid bags. 
     (j)  Other types of baggage currently with specific 
          charge i.e. sports equipments, pets, cabin baggage 
          are not qualified for the prepaid baggage.  Such 
          baggage will be assessed the current standard 
          excess baggage charge. 
     (k)  For safety reasons, operational restrictions may 
          limit the baggage allowance a passenger can 
          purchase. 
     (l)  In cases of voluntary upgrade to business class, 
          the prepaid baggage from the original branded fare 
          purchased shall be carried over.  
     (m)  Domestic airport baggage is available for one-time 
          purchase at airport check-in up to one-hour prior 
          scheduled time of departure applicable to 
          passengers without previously 
          purchased prepaid baggage.  Excess weight will be 
          subject to standard excess baggage rates. 
     (n)  Travel agents may offer the prepaid baggage. 
          international prepaid baggage subject to 3% 
          commission. 
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